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Abstract. Equal time correlators are studied in completely integrable models.
The main example is the quantum non-linear Schrodinger equation. Introduc-
tion of an auxiliary Fock space permits us to represent the generating
functional of correlators in the form of a determinant of the integral operator.

1. Introduction

The Algebraic Bethe Ansatz [1] permits us to advance in the analysis of completely
integrable quantum models. Correlation functions are of special interest. The
approach of papers [2-6] will be developed here. We shall illustrate new results in
correlation functions on the example of the quantum non-linear Schrodinger
equation (another name of the model is the one-dimensional Bose gas). The
Hamiltonian H and commutation relations of the model are:

L

H = l dx(dxψ
 + dxψ -±cψ + ψ + ψψ), c> 0,

(1.1)

Here ψ is a canonical Bose field, L is the length of periodic box and c is a coupling
constant. The Fock space in which the quantum fields ψ, xp + act will be called the
initial Fock space, because later there will appear another auxiliary Fock space.
The algebraic vacuum |0> in the initial Fock space is defined in the standard way:

0. (1.2)

The dual algebraic vacuum <0| = |0>+ is also important

<0|0> = l . (1.3)

We shall consider the ground state of the model in the sector with fixed density D
and calculate correlators for this case. The correlators of conserving currents are of
main interest for us. The simplest example is:

x>0. (1.4)
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In the next section we shall introduce the generating functional of correlation
functions.

2. Trace Identities

The foundation of the solution of the model both in quantum and classical cases is
the Lax representation. The transition matrix T(x, y/λ) plays an important role in
the inverse scattering method. In the classical case it is defined by the differential
equation and initial data:

+ ( ) ^ T ( \ λ ) 0 T ( \ λ ) ( ^ ° ^ j ( 2 . 1 )

The transition matrix is a 2 x 2 matrix, the value λ is a spectral parameter, σ3 is the
Pauli matrix σ3 = diag(l, —1), and the potential q(x) is equal to

The transition matrix for period L is called the monodromy matrix T(λ):

T(λ)=T{L,0\λ). (2.3)

The trace of the monodromy matrix τ(λ) is important,

) = trT(λ). (2.4)

In the quantum case the transition matrix T(x, y\λ) can be constructed as follows.
In the expression for classical T(x, y\λ\ move all ψ to the right and all ψ + to the left,
then replace them by the quantum operators:

T(x9y\λ)q=:T(x,y\λ)cl:. (2.5)

This permits us to solve the problem of trace identities in the quantum case.
Coefficients of asymptotic decomposition of the transition matrix at λ-+ioo are
reduced to conserving currents. To write down first a few coefficients, let us
introduce notations:

(Λl{λ)' )

(2.6)
) = exp{- iλx/2}, d^λ) = exp{ίλx/2}.

At λ-+ioo the values A^λ) and D^λ) behave as follows:

ic ϊ
A 0

c

^2

0 ^ ) = — aι(λ){ψU0)ψ(x) + θ[~)\. (2.8)
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As far as we operate with the asymptotic expansion in 1/λ we can replace d^λ) by
zero:

exp{iλx/2}=dι(λ) => 0; A->ioo. (2.9)

The mean value of A^λ) with respect to the ground state of the model is the
generating functional of correlators

(2.10)

For example correlator (1.4) can be expressed as follows:

d (A^μ)} —c / +
dx2 aM μ 2 • (2.11)

Here we replace λ by μ because it will be more convenient later. In Sect. 9 it will be
shown that (A^μjy/a^μ) is equal to the determinant of the integral operator (in
the thermodynamic limit). The kernel of this integral operator will be a quantum
operator in the auxiliary Fock space.

3. Two-Site Generalized Model

To investigate correlation functions in the framework of the quantum inverse
scattering method it is convenient [4-6] to consider the two-site generalized
model. Let us regard two matrices T^λ) and T2(λ) (the subindex is the number of
the site)

AU2(λ) Blt2(

The matrix elements of Tγ{λ) and T2(λ) are quantum operators in two different
Fock spaces (both initial). The vectors

Π*iθyK>>i (3.2)

form the basis in the first Fock space, and the vectors

(3.3)

are the basis in the second Fock space. Commutation relations of A, B, C, D are
given by the R matrix:

R(λ, μ) (T,(λ)® T,(μ)) = ( W ® T,{λ))R(λ, μ). (3.4)

It is a 4x4 matrix:

R(λ,μ) =

f{μ,λ) 0 0 0

0 g(μ,λ) 1 0

0 1 g(μ,λ) 0

0 0 0 f(μ,λ)l

(3.5)
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Here / and g are equal to:

The function

h(μ, λ) = — — - = (3.7)
g(μ,λ) \ ic J

will also be useful. The matrix T2 satisfies the same relation (3.4). Matrix elements
of Ti commute with matrix elements of T2. Algebraic vacuums |0>1 < 2 have the
following properties:

C i 2 W | o > l 2 = o , / i 1 2 W I 0 > l 2 = « 1 ) 2 W I 0 > 1 , 2 ,

Here al2(λ) and dί> 2(λ) are four arbitrary complex valued functions. We shall vary
them later. The matrix product of T2 and Tt

is called a monodromy matrix. It also satisfies (3.4). Its algebraic vacuum is equal to

|0> = | 0 > 1 x | 0 > 2 . (3.10)

Relations

C(λ) |0> = 0, A(λ) |0> = a(λ) |0>, D(λ) |0> = d(Λ) |0>,
(3.11)

α(A) = a^λ^iλ), d(λ) = d1(λ)d2(λ)

are valid. The basis

Π B(λj) \0y (3.12)
7 = 1

can be expressed in terms of (3.2) and (3.3),

Π B{λj) |0> = λ Σ^ χ Π Π fl2(^i(λπ)/(λl9 AJ

(3.13)

Here summation is over partitions of the set {λ3) into two disjoint subsets {2J and
{λu}. A similar formula is valid for the dual basis:

π Π
i π (3.14)
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This permits to express matrix element of Λ^μ) in the form:

7 = 1 7 = 1

=Σ i<oi Π C^AMYIB^) |o>12<o| π
I I II

π
II

Π Π a2(λf)d2(λc

1)a1(λ[ι)d1(λ^f(λf, λ°)f(λ{h λj). (3.15)
I II

Π Π
I II

Here summation is over two independent partitions {Aβ} = {Af}u{Aπ} and {λc}
= {Af}u{Aπ}, except from one condition: number of elements in {λ\} is equal to the
number of elements in {λf} ( # {λ\} = # {Af}).

The eigenfunctions of transfermatrix τ(μ) = >4(μ) + D(μ) (and the Hamiltonian)
are given by (3.12) in the case, if the system of transcendental equations are
satisfied:

The dual eigenfunction is:

<0| Π C(λj) (3.17)
7 = 1

with the same set of λjt

Nonlinear Schrodinger equation is the special case of two-site generalized
model. We must put

a(λ) = exp { - iλL/2}, d(λ) = exp {ίλL/2}, L > 0, (3.18)

a ( 1 \ pγy\ J 7 j V / / I // I J 1 p v v v J 7 > V / / I "V "Vsŝ  I I I A Ί O I

a2(λ) = exp {/A(x - L)/2}, d2(A) = exp {iλ(L- x)/2}, L > x. (3.20)

In this case T^λ) from (3.1) will turn into Tγ(λ) from (2.6), the matrix T2(λ) from (3.1)
will turn into T(L, x/λ) which is a special case of (2.5). Monodromy matrix (3.9) will
become the monodromy matrix of the nonlinear Schrodinger equation (2.3).

In the next section we shall see that

<0| Π C(λ$A(μ) UB(λf)\θy (3.21)

7 = 1 7 = 1

is reduced to scalar product:

N N

(3.22)

In this way we see that (3.15) reduce matrix element of Aγ{μ) to scalar products.

4. Scalar Products

The values

^ v = <0| Π C ( ; Φ Π B(λ^)\0)^^N(la(λ%d(λ)^ (4.1)
7 = 1 7 = 1

N

πα
7 = 1

N

λcj) π
7 = 1
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are called scalar products. (Here N is the number of the particles.) They were
studied in [2], they are functional of two arbitrary functions a(λ) and d(λ). The
matrix element of Λ(μ):

<0| Π C(λcj)A(μ) Π B(λfj |0> = (A(μ)} \_a{λ\ d{λ)] (4.2)
7 = 1 7 = 1

also depends on two arbitrary functions a(λ) and d(λ). Now we shall see that (4.1)
and (4.2) are related, if they are evaluated for different functions a(λ) and d(λ):

<0| Π C(λCj)A(μ) Π fl(W>' = <0| Π C(λcj) f\ B(λB) \0) a(μ). (4.3)
7 = 1 7 = 1 7 = 1 7 = 1

Index / means that the left-hand side is evaluated for functions αJ(/l) and d\λ\ and
the right-hand side is evaluated for a(λ) and d(λ). Their relation is

a\λ) = a(λ) d\λ) = d(λ)f ' \μ, λ). (4.4)

Let us formulate the theorem

Theorem 1. The values (4.1) and (4.2) are related by the following formula

(A(μ)} [_a\λ\ d\λ)-] = a(μ) ^{a{λ\ d{λ)~\ (4.5)

under the condition that dJ(μ) = 0.

It can be proved by means of the algebraic Bethe Ansatz [2,3,6]. It will be used
in Sect. 8 for calculation of the generating functional of correlators.

Now let us present a recursion formula for scalar products, which will play an
extremely important role below.

Theorem 2. The scalar products SfN and ^N-χ are related by the following formula:

yΉ{[_a{λ\dm = a{λ\) Σ d(λB

n)g(λc

uλ
B

n) Π g(λί,λ$)
n = l 7 * 1

x Π g(λlλξWN^(ia(λ)h(λ,λ%d(λ)h{λ\,X)])
k + n

+d(λ\) Σ <*λΐ)g(λξ,λ\) π gί&λf) Π g(4,λcύ
w = 1 j φ « fcΦl

x ^ _ ̂ [ α ^ M A , ^ ) , d(λ)h(λB

n, A)]). (4.6)

/n £fN_ γ the set {λB} is obtained from the left-hand side by removing λB, and set {λc}
by removing λ\ (h(λ, μ) = (λ — μ + ic)/ic).

Proof can be given by the techniques of papers [2,7].
I would like to emphasize that (4.6) and

1 (4.7)

fix ^N in a unique way. In the next section we shall solve the recursion relation (4.6)
by means of quantum operators in the auxiliary Fock space.
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5. Dual Quantum Field Theory

To solve the recursion relation (4.6), let us introduce auxiliary quantum fields in
auxiliary Fock space. At first two coordinates qA(λ),qD(λ) and two momenta
πD(λ), nA{λ) will be introduced. Their commutation relations are

[πD{λ\ qD{μ)-\ = \nh(λ, μ), [πA(λ\ qA{μ)\ = l n % , λ). (5,1)

Here h(λ, μ) = (λ — μ + ic)/ic, and In h(λ, λ) = 0. Other commutators are equal to zero.
Vacuum in the auxiliary Fock space also will be denoted by |0>. Momenta
annihilate it,

π W | 0 > 0 π ( λ ) | 0 > 0 . (5.2)

The dual vacuum <0| is the eigenfunction for the coordinates

φ\qA{λ) = \na{λ)φ\ (0\qD{λ) = \nd{λ)<fll <0|0> = 1. (5.3)

Auxiliary quantum fields ΦA{λ) and ΦD(λ) are defined as follows:

ΦΛW = ΊAW + πD{λ) ΦD(λ) = qD{λ) + πA(λ). (5.4)

It is interesting to note that they commute:

\ΦA{λ), ΦM] = [Φ^α), ΦAμΏ = ίΦD(λ), ΦM1=o (5.5)

Let us define now the N x N matrix S: {g(λ, μ) = ic/(λ — μ)),

§^ ^ § § λ ^ . (5.6)

The determinant of this matrix is well defined (all matrix elements commute) det^S
(the subscript N means dimension of the matrix). The vacuum mean value of this
determinant is important:

<0|det iV5|0>. (5.7)

To calculate it one must use commutation relations (5.1) to put det^S in normal
order (all π to the right, all q to the left). The mean value (5.7) is proportional to the
scalar product (4.1).

Theorem 3. The scalar product ffn is equal to:

<0| ft C(λcj) Π B{λΊ) |0> = Π gβ% λc

k)g(λl λfj <0|detNS|0> . (5.8)

Proof. One should develop det^S in the first line (associated with λ\) and note that
replacement of the dual vacuum <0| by (0\exp{πD(λD) + πA(λA)} means replace-
ment of a(μ)^>a(μ)h(μ, λA\ d(μ)-*d(μ)h(λD, μ). Obtained in this way the relation of
£fN and 5^_ t will coincide with (4.6). The relation <0|0> = 1 completes the proof

6. Norms

Now let us use (5.8) to calculate norms {λc} = {λB} = {λ},

<0| Π C(λj) Π B(λj) |0> = Π g(λp 4 ) g ( 4 λj) <0| detN5|0> . (6.1)
j=l j l j>k
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In this case matrix S looks like:

(6.2)

{β3)

Let us move all factors exp(Φ^) and expίΦ^) to the left, so det^S will be represented
in the form

de\NS= Π eφΛiλ') + Φo<λj)detNs. (6.4)

Matrix s can be written in terms of the field

ΦA(λ)-ΦD(λ) = q(λ) + p(λ),

) = qA(λ)-qD(λ), p(λ) = πD(λ)-κA(λ)

only. It is equal to:

a i ( 6 6 )

^ i]~2; gjk = gί^-λj = j—j.
J "k

The result of the action of the square brackets in (6.4) to dual vacuum is

Γ λΠ Π μ Π h(λjλk) • <0 | . (6.7)

Here

<0| = <0| Π exp {πD(λj) + πA(λj)} • (6.8

Now let us separate from φ(λ) its vacuum mean value

λ). (6.9)

Elementary calculations show that

So we have for φ°(λ):

λ), (6.11)

°(λ), q\μ)] = - In {h(λ, μ)h(μ, λ)} = //(/, μ) = In {^-f—^j, (6.12)

[p°(λ), p°(μ)] = 0 ίq°(λ), q°(μ)] = 0 = [φ°(4 Φ°(μ)] (6.13)
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Later it will be useful to consider the integral operator H with the kernel H(λ, μ). So
we have for norms:

i Π
7 = 1

) Π
7 = 1

Π <
= 1

f(λpλkKθ\detNs\θ). (6 1 4 )

Matrix elements of s is equal to:

-2 + icδφ°iλ)

in the case φfc we have:

Jk hj

dλ

*> h(λkλn) h{λnλj)

jk

hkj

(6.15)

- 'd(λk) α(l,) X\ h(λnλk) h(λjλn) •

Remark. The problem of evaluation of <0|detN5|0> is the problem of normal
ordering. One can use standard methods of quantum field theory to evaluate this
mean value. In the expression for det^s let us replace quantum field φ°{λ) by
complex function φ°(λ\ then the mean value of det^s in (6.14) can be represented as
a functional integral:

f Π dφ°(λ) dGtNslφ°(λf] exp{ -\\dλdμφ°(λ)(H-1) (λ, μ)φ°(μ)} (6.17)

Here H~ι(λ,μ) is the kernel of operator inverse to H.
Now let us study the norms of the eigenfunctions of transfer matrix τ(μ).

Equation (3.16) permits us to reduce expression (6.16). Finally we have:

<0| Π j
7 = 1 7 = 1

Matrix n is equal to:

λj)|0>=
= 1

<0|detn|0>. (6.18)

(6.19)
njk nkj

Detailed analysis [2] shows that φ° in (6.19) can be replaced by zero

4τ
λniλj) (6.20)

7. Thermodynamic Limit

In the thermodynamic limit the number of particles N and the length of the box L
go to infinity, but the density D = N/L is fixed. The simplest way to describe this is
to go back to the nonlinear Schrδdinger equation from two-site generalised model
(3.18)—(3.20). In the zero temperature case in the ground state parameters λ } are
condensed (λj+ί— λj)~O(l/L). It is convenient to introduce the distribution
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function ρ(λ) of the particles in the momentum space

The system of transcendental equations (3.16) turns into the Lieb integral
equation,

Q(λ) - ~ ί K(λ, μ)ρ(μ) = ~ K(λ, μ) = - T T 7 ^ 2 (7.1)
2π -9 2π cz + {λ — μ)

Here φ is Fermi momentum, and

D= ί ρ{λ)dλ. (7.2)

In the case of finite temperature the model is described by two distribution
functions ρh and ρp (the distribution of particles and holes). The most important is
their ratio, which is denoted by

p (7.3)

It is defined by the Yang integral equation:

ε(λ) = λ2 - A - f- J K(λ, μ) In [1 + exp {- ε(μ)/Γ}] dμ. (7.4)

In the papers [6,8] it is shown that in the frame of the Bethe Ansatz there exists a
very simple rule to obtain an expression of some value in the finite temperature
case. It is enough to take the expression of this value for the zero temperature case
and replace the measure of integration:

? °° dλ

i/ ; l (?5)

Now let us discuss the thermodynamic limit of norms of eigenfunctions (6.18) for
zero temperature. Direct calculations show that

N N

<o| π c(λj) Π B(λj) l°>
= <0|det(l+N)|0>. (7.6)

Γ Π / ( W l Γ Π a(λj)d(λj) c 2πLρ(λj)

Here N is an integral operator on the interval [ — p, φ\ with the kernel

c
φ0(μ)~φ0{λ)

μj 2π\ μ — λ + ιc λ — μ +
(7.7)

As the commutator [p°(A), q°(μ)2 (6.12) vanishes at λ->μ, the kernel (7.7) is
nonsingular and there are no divergences. Using (6.20) it is clear that

<0| det(l + N)|0> = detM - ^ K j ,

(7.8)
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In the finite temperature case the operator N in (7.6) is replaced by the integral
operator on the real axis with the kernel

ϊίSίy
Exploitation of (6.20) shows that

<0| det(l +N T ) |0> = det ( l - -ί-K r\ 2π
( l - ί -
\ 2π (7.10)

8. Operators Ω

The main aim of this paper is to calculate the generating functional of correlators.
It is equal to the mean value of A^μ) with respect to the eigenfunction of the
transfer matrix [see (2.10)]

<0| Π CVJAM fl BWOy, (8.1)
i

( 8 2 )

)

N

7 = 1

N

ΩB

2 Π B2^)
7 = 1

|0>!= Π ωf
7 = 1

N

\0)2= γi ωf
7 = 1

N

(λj) γ[
7 = 1

iV

oy π7 = 1

Compare with (4.3). We shall introduce a more general object MN which has the
recursion formula similar to (4.6). The mean value (8.1) will be a special case of MN.
Define two operators Ω\ and Ωf acting to the right. Their action on the basis (3.2),
(3.3) is by definition:

(8.3)

Here ωf 2

 a r e t w o complex valued functions. Define now two other operators Ω\
and Ωc

2 acting to the left. Their action on the dual basis is by definition:

t<0| Π CάλjM- Π ωcA),<0| fί CMj),

2<0| Π C2(^)ί?2= Π ω2(^)2<0| Π C2(λj).

Here ωi(A) and ω2(A) are two other complex functions. By means of (3.13), (3.14) the
matrix element

$ Π B{λf) |0> (8.5)
7 = 1 7 = 1
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can be written in the form:

u
I

ΠωciW
I

) (8.6)
I II

Here summation is over partition of the set {λB} = {λ?}κj{/.?ι} and independent
partition of the set {λc} = {λc

ι}u{λ{ι} with one condition # μ j } = # { λ f } . For-
mula (8.6) represents MN in terms of scalar products. It can be used as a definition
of MN.

It is useful to recall that MN depends on eight arbitrary functions,

MN = MN([ω?;c

20i), aU2{λ\ dlt2(λ)]). (8.7)

By means of (4.5) one can see that the matrix element of Ax(μ) is the special case of
MN [see (3.15)],

<0| f[ C{λcμx{μ) Π B(λ^\θy = aγ(μ)<fi\ Π C(λcj) Ω\ΩC

2Ω
B

2Ω
B f[ B(?B)\0).

J = l J = l j = l J = l

(8.8)

The left-hand side depends on arbitrary functions with the index / {d\(μ) = 0). The
arbitrary functions of the right-hand side are equal to

) = a[(λ) a2(λ) = a[(λ) d2(λ) = d[(λ), (8.9)

9. Generating Functional of Correlators

The program of Sect. 4-7 can be done for MN (8.6). In the thermodynamic limit it is
equal to the determinant similar to (7.6). Formula (8.8) permits us to calculate the
mean value of A^μ), which is the generating functional of correlators for the
nonlinear Schrόdinger equation [at μ->/oo, see (2.9) and (2.10)]. [We need
asymptotic decomposition of <^l1(μ)>/α1(iu) in 1/μ.] The answer for the thermody-
namic limit of <4i(μ)> [see (8.1), (8.2)] is:

_ i = i _ / = ! _ _ : <O|det(l+V)|O>

αx(μ) <0| Π C(λj) Π β(λy) |0> det 1 - ^-K
j=ι 7=1 \ 2 π

The denominator in the right-hand side is defined by formula (7.8). In the
numerator V is the integral operator on the segment \_ — φ,φ\ with the kernel
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v(λ1,λ2y.

2πcv{λι'λ2'^h(λλ) + h(λλ)e x e

+J{μ,Al}e
 Xlh(λλύ h(?Hl2)

e

(9.2)

It depends on four quantum fields φa where the index a runs through four values
a = 62; 73; 31; 42. Each field can be represented in the form

They act on the vacuum as follows:

pa(λ)\O) = O; <0\qa(λ) = 0.

Commutation relations are:

^ ^ ^ ^ ) = -\n{h{λ,μ)h(μ9λ)},

[pΊ3(λUΊ3(μ)l=H(λ,μ),

= o = [pΊ3(μ)9 q62(λ)],
(9.4)

[p73(λ), q42(μ)] = - l n % , Λ ) - t>42(μ),

[ P 3 i ( 4 ^42(μ)] = -H(λ,μ) = [p42(j

One should emphasize that all four fields φa commute,

= 0 , α,fe = 62; 73; 31; 42. (9.5)

Formula (9.1) is the main result of the paper. It permits us to calculate correlators
of the model in terms of the auxiliary quantum field theory. The fact that the
quantum fields φa commute permits us to transform the determinant as a classical
one. It is convenient to analyze asymptotics of correlators at large distances.

Finally I would like to mention that everything simplifies at c—• 00. In this case
all commutators are equal to zero and

<0|det(l+V)|0> = det(l+V°),
(9.6)

C I 1 { ^ ^ ) Γ
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The asymptotic expansion of det(l + V°) at μ-»ίoo is direct. Using trace identities

one obtains the correct result (2.11):

(^j (™^j 9 (9.7)
At finite temperature, V in (9.1) is replaced by V τ (this is the integral operator on

the real axis). Its kernel is equal to

Vτ(λu λ2) = V{λu A2)/(l + exp {ε(A2)/T}). (9.8)

At c= oo we obtain the correct result:

^[l^L]\ (9.9)
I would like to mention that ideas of papers [2-6] were developed also in a

different direction. F. A. Smirnov and A. N. Kirilov have calculated the senior

Fourier coefficient of the form factor.
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